
Ripple Effect: How Utah's Water
Strategies Impact Us All
ON THE SCALING UP !  H2O PODCAST

In an insightful episode airing on Friday, January 19, 2024, the Scaling
UP! H2O podcast delves into the intricate world of water management
with esteemed water attorney Emily E. Lewis. Emily shares her wealth
of expertise, garnered from advising a diverse clientele, including
individual water right owners, municipalities, and mining companies.
As the Utah Water Banking Project Manager and host of the 
Ripple Effect podcast, Emily brings a unique perspective that
transcends the confines of Utah, offering insights that resonate with
water professionals nationwide.

Delve into the future of water management as Emily discusses
regulations, permits, and laws related to groundwater and water
access. No need for legal jargon; Emily breaks down the role of water
attorneys, offering practical insights into water laws, discharge and
runoff permits, and the delicate balance between water quality and
quantity.

Water management isn't just theory; Emily addresses the real
challenges you, as water treaters, face daily – from increasing water
demands and population growth to the pressing need for innovative
water management strategies. Gain the tools to have meaningful
conversations with customers, stay abreast of local water legislation,
and empower yourself to contribute when water laws are on the table
in your state.

Scaling UP! H2O Podcast Explores Utah's Water Strategies 
with Esteemed Water Attorney Emily E. Lewis

http://in/emily-e-lewis-4a50321b
https://water.utah.gov/water-marketing/
https://www.clydesnow.com/podcasts/


The episode offers a unique opportunity to learn from Utah's
century-long water management history, addressing the
challenges faced by the Great Salt Lake and initiatives to
increase lake levels. Emily delves into collaborative efforts
between industrial water treatment teams and legal teams,
offering a roadmap to shape effective water policies.

"With water, everybody loses or everybody wins," shares Emily E.
Lewis, emphasizing the collective responsibility in water
management.

"The reality is that we are so much stronger when we work
together on these problems," adds Emily, highlighting the
collaborative ecosystem built around water in Utah.

To catch this insightful episode, listeners can tune in to the
Scaling UP! H2O podcast on Friday, January 19, 2024, available on
all major podcast platforms or by visiting scalinguph2o.com. 

SCALE UP YOUR KNOWLEDGE 

We believe in providing FREE and easily accessible educational
content for professionals working in the best industry in the world,
industrial water treatment. 

Because of our drive to present the very best digital media for
water professionals, we air weekly podcast episodes, share daily
digital content on social media, and have recently created a
brand-new library of online courses specifically for water treaters
to help them reach their professional goals. For more information
on Scaling UP! H2O and to hear episodes, visit scalinguph2o.com
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